
1. Introduction

The Web has seen tremendous growth in scale and

complexity over long periods of time. In particular, the

spread of high-speed communication networks has

created greater demand, and the number and functions

of the servers that are servicing have also become

increasingly complex. In addition to the expansion of

resources, content is replicated and distributed to

reservers By distributing and reducing the amount of

traffic, CDNs have emerged as a way to provide faster

service than in the past. CDN installs a cache server on

a major ISP network, replicates server content to each

cache and distributes it [1]. The location of the cache

on the Web is directly in front of the Internet. When a

client has a web page requested by a client and another

client requests the same web page, the client sends the
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Abstract  Cache is a technique that improves the client's response time, thereby reducing the bandwidth
and showing an effective side. However, there are vulnerabilities in the cache technique as well as in some
techniques. Web caching is convenient, but it can be exploited by hacking and cause problems. Web cache
problems are mainly caused by cache misses and excessive cache line fetch. If the cache miss is high and
excessive, the cache will become a vulnerability, causing errors such as transforming the secure data and
causing problems for both the client and the system of the user. If the user is aware of the cache infection
and the countermeasure against the error, the user will no longer feel the cache error or the problem of the
infection occurrence. Therefore, this study proposed countermeasures against four kinds of cache infections
and errors, and suggested countermeasures against web cache infections.
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요 약  캐시는 클라이언트의 응답 시간을 향상 시켜 대역폭을 줄여 효과적인 면을 보이는 기법이다. 하지만
캐시 기법이 어느 기법들과 같이 취약점이 존재한다. 웹 캐시는 편리성이 있지만 해킹에 악용되어 문제가 발생
할 가능성이 있다. 웹 캐시의 문제점은 주로 캐시 미스와 과도한 캐시 선인출로 인해 발생한다. 캐시 미스가 높
고 과도하게 선인출을 하게 되면 캐시는 오히려 취약점이 되어 안전한 데이터를 변형 시키는 등 오류를 발생
시키며 사용자의 클라이언트와 시스템 모두 문제가 생기게 된다. 사용자는 캐시 감염, 오류의 대응책을 미리 숙
지를 하게 된다면 더 이상 캐시에 관한 오류, 감염 발생에 문제점을 느끼지 못하게 될 것이다. 따라서 본 연구
서는 네 가지의 캐시 감염, 오류에 대한 대응책을 사용자에게 제안하여 웹캐시 감염에 대한 대응책을 제시하였
다.
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web page or object requested by the user on behalf of

the real server to the huge LAN instead of going far

away from the Internet, To improve response time and

reduce bandwidth. In such a web cache system, a spoof

can reduce the amount of client request response delay

[2]. However, the cache technique is not necessarily

secure as it is unconditionally like any other technique.

Any system or technique can not guarantee 100 percent

safety and can be infected by an attack from outside.

The cache pre-fetch technique fetches the cache

from the main memory before requesting data that the

processor is expected to use later. The cache pre-fetch

technique is good for reducing misses, but if the

pre-fetch is too aggressively pre-fetched, it will not

only delay access to the cache by increasing memory

bus traffic, but also cause pollution [3]. Web cache

infections are also found in a wide variety of ways. We

describe the web cache, describe the infection methods

and countermeasures against the technique, and

describe the corresponding countermeasures.

2. Related Research Work

2.1 Web Cache

The Web Cache system is a kind of network

technology that pre-stores the web objects requested

by the user and then serves the stored objects to the

users. Web cache, which is simply a way to improve

the performance of web services in a better way, is not

a system for a small number of users but a system for

many users. Since there are many users, there is a high

possibility that the web cache is reused [2]. Fig. 1

shows a simple web cache structure. Web cache

replacement policy effectively reduces the connection to

the web server by replacing the page and increases the

hit probability when the client's page request comes in,

thereby improving the internet performance. The most

common web cache LRU is to replace the original

document with the newly created document when it

needs to replace the document when the web cache is

over capacity.

Fig. 1. Web Cache Structure

In the above cache structure, if the client requests a

new document, the requested document is not present

in the cache, so the cache eventually requests the

server again, and the server takes the new document

and copies it into the cache, [4].

2.2 Web Cache Error Infection

Web cache is a technology that can help many

systems such as users and the Internet. But that does

not mean there are no problems. Any technique can

lead to good direction or bad influence depending on

how you use it. Web caching is also a network

technology and will not do that. One day, suddenly,

when the miss rate for the cache suddenly increases, or

when the cache has an unknown error, it will obviously

cause problems for the system of the user who used

the cache technology. If so, there will be problems with

the web server and the client that tried to connect to

the web server. It will have a negative effect on all

users, not just one user. In the end, the performance of

the Internet, which was the goal of Web cache, has

fallen and the network itself has become paralyzed. If

a Web cache that has been well-valued for so many

benefits does not even address this error, malicious

results will occur between the user and the system.

From the outset, you should be aware of the cache

structure, its faulty infections, and the most important

countermeasures to avoid errors in your web cache.

2.3 Cache Miss

Due to technical weakness, the difference between
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CPU and memory speeds has been steadily rising over

the past few years. According to the research results,

it has been found that at least 25% to 50% of the total

execution time in the multimedia application is

consumed in memory references[5]. When media data

is stored in an existing cache, regular data whose reuse

is higher than average appears to be removed from the

cache by the media. Eventually, cache performance is

lowered in order to increase cache miss rate of general

data [5].

2.4 Excessive Cache pre-fetching

The technique used to solve the cache miss problem

mentioned above is the cache pre-fetch technique. In

the basic structure of the cache, the pre-fetch

technique draws data from the main memory to the

cache before the actual data to be used by the

processor in the future. This hardware cache

pre-fetching method has a good function to reduce the

memory latency, but the use of too much pre-fetch will

replace useful data that is useful to the users in the

cache with other data, There is a problem that the

performance is lowered [6]. As shown in the Fig. 3

below, when the memory block to be pre-fetched is

selected based on the address of the memory block

requested by the miss of the cache, the memory

controller requests these memory blocks to the main

memory. Fig. 2 shows pre-fetchig cache structure.

Also, according to the pre-fetch algorithm, both the

pre-fetch address generation and pre-fetch cache are

different [8].

Fig. 2. pre-fetching Cache Structure

Fig. 3 describes hardware structure. There is a

pre-fetch structure of the hardware L1 cache in the

cache. When it is sent from the CPU to the L1 cache

requesting access to the cache, the hardware

pre-fetcher analyzes the requested data address to

determine whether or not to fetch the pre-fetch, and

creates a suitable fetch address and stores it in the

pre-fetch queue. The pre-fetch cache and pre-fetch

address generation depend on the pre-fetch algorithm.

Fig. 3. Hardware L1 Cache pre-fetching Structure

If the pre-fetch data prevents at least one request

miss, the pre-fetch is called a good pre-fetch. If not, it

is considered unnecessary or bad. That is, the benefit

of pre-fetching is proportional to the total amount of

pre-fetching, and bad pre-fetching only increases cache

pollution and memory traffic. Cache pre-fetching is a

technique that can be applied to either the L1 cache or

the L2 cache. The L1 cache needs to be very fast to

access. When the pre-fetchers are added, this increases

the access load to the L1 cache. Because the L1 cache

has a very small capacity, it is very serious compared

with the L2 cache because the cache pollution has a

negative effect on the pre-fetch. Therefore, it is

difficult to restore the performance to its original state

unless it is a sophisticated pre-fetch algorithm.

Table 1 shows cache miss case. As a result, cache

misses caused by cache pollution can be divided into

three cases in a case where both of the request data in

the cache and the pre-fetch data are in the usual case.

First, useful data can be pushed because of excessive

pre-fetching. pre-fetching data is less likely to be used

again than usual data, so even if you use the ideal
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pre-fetching filtering method to fetch the data without

problems, this component does not disappear. Second,

useful pre-fetch data is pushed out due to unnecessary

pre-fetch data. However, if the accuracy of the

pre-fetch filtering is very high, there is a possibility of

elimination. Finally, the pre-fetch data that is useful is

pushed out by the request data. The requirement for

data reuse is particularly worse in terms of the lower

benchmark, which is a significant reduction in

performance for high-precision hardware pre-fetching.

All of these components become worse when the cache

size is small [7].

Table 1. Cache Miss Case
No. Causes of cache misses that occur
1 Excessive pre-withdrawal
2 Unnecessary pre-fetch data
3 Jungling due to demand data

3. Countermeasure of Web Cache Problem

The problems caused by errors in the Web cache

were mainly caused by the Web cache pre-fetching

technique. If so, now you need to know the

countermeasures against cash advance withdrawals.

First, cache is divided into upper layer and lower

layer, and managed by dozens of partitions to maintain

high hit ratio and byte rate, and lower layer provides

space required by each partition of upper layers to

provide dynamic partition space division effect [8] In

this paper, If you provide the space required by the

partition at one time without dividing the upper layer

and the lower layer, it will cause more problems than

the space division effect.

Second, dynamic space redistribution of the cache is

effective. The lower cache space accommodates all files

pushed out of the upper cache and moves the file to the

upper layer if the stored file hits. The subcache

provides full space by providing additional space for

the impact of user requests on any type. This provides

a relatively large amount of additional space for an

increased number of clients in a short period of time,

resulting in a dynamic redistribution effect between the

partitions. Also, the upper cache is periodically

redistributed over the space of the upper partition by

referring to the lower space usage rate, so that more

additional space is allocated to the partition of the

higher usable type. Top temporary storage objects also

maximize all space usage in the cache.

The third is how the cache works. The figure below

is a schematic drawing of the above contents. The

description of the picture and the corresponding order

are suggested so that all users can easily understand it.

w Step 1. The new object is stored in the upper cache

as a partition for each type.

w Step 2. When the parent partition is full

- Apply alternate algorithms in the upper layer

with space for new objects.

- The object being moved is moved to the bottom

and stored.

w Step 3. Step 1 & 2 are applied to the objects moved

from the upper layer to the lower layer.

w Step 4. An object temporarily stored in the upper

unused space is removed in preference to the space

required for the new object.

- Removed completely from the object cache from

here [8].

Fig. 4 shows dual cache structure split cache

algorithm. Cathy is forced to keep the space in the

space to generate a miss rate, but there is no benefit.

First of all, if you have a useless cache to be pushed

to the lower layer, you can completely remove the

traces of the cached cache because moving to the lower

layer and completely removing the cache is good in

space and in every way.

Fig. 4. Dual Cache structure split cache algorithm
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Finally, we analyze the performance of the

simulation environment. To analyze the effect of

pre-fetching data applied with filtering, trace drive

simulation is performed by using load / store command

using DEC ATOM simulator. The trace consists of

whether it is a load or store by a memory reference

instruction, a required operand effective address, and a

PC value. The instruction trace, which is the output

result of the ATOM simulator, is input to the cache

simulator, and the cache performance and the pre-fetch

filtering effect are analyzed appropriately [8].

The cache simulator, developed by the University of

Wisconsin, was used in addition to pre-fetching

algorithms {OBL, Correlation, RPT) filtering. We

experimented with a cache structure in which the

instruction cache and the data cache are separated, and

only the performance of the data cache is measured.

Table 2 shows all kinds of parameters. The cache

simulator shows cache analysis results by parameter

input such as cache size, mapping function, and block

size. The parameters of the related cache simulator and

their values are proposed for the analysis model [9-12].

Table 2. Parameter
Parameter Description
D-cache size 4K~1M
Block size 32byte
Word size 4byte
Associativity Direct mapped
Bus width Block size

History table entry size Cache set size

If you know about the parameters and their values in

the table above, you will be able to deal with mistakes,

errors, infections, etc. about the cache in advance. In

addition to this, the user will have to research and

propose various countermeasures against cache misses

and cache pre-fetch countermeasures.

4. Conclusion and Future Work

The web cache is a network technology that stores

the web objects desired by the user in advance and

services the stored objects directly to the user. Web

caching, which is simply a way to improve Web

service performance, is for a large number of users,

rather than a small number. Such a web cache does not

necessarily benefit the user. Depending on how it is

used, the web cache is used as a gain or exploit. To do

that, you first need to know what a cache miss is, and

then you need to know how to fetch a cache miss,

which causes a cache miss.

pre-fetching in the cache structure allows the cache

miss rate to be reduced in the main memory before the

processor actually uses the data. Such a hardware

cache pre-fetch method has a function capable of

reducing the memory delay time. However, if the cache

cache line fetch is over-consumed, the cache data is

replaced with another useful data, and infection errors

such as cache pollution and bus traffic. These

processes should be understood and countermeasures

should be taken into consideration. If a person eats a lot

due to excessive greed and is recovered from a medical

treatment or medicine taken by a hospital, there is a

countermeasure against cache miss and excessive cash

advance withdrawal. First, we study the algorithm that

shows the partitioning effect by separating the upper

layer and the lower layer of the cache and appropriately

providing space required by the partition. Next, the

dynamic space redistribution effect of the cache is

shown, and the cache operation method is applied. In

the case of cache operation, the order of the steps is

fixed. Finally, we analyze the performance of the cache

with the simulation environment. In this paper, we

propose the parameters of cache simulator and its

related values. As such, cache errors and infections are

caused by things that are not so serious, and there is

no big deal to counter them. Normally, system users

should always be interested in caching and always

thinking about how they can benefit from it without

mis-pairing and use it conveniently.
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